
Gerard Beloin
Note
This piece of plywood was not nailed to the joists. You can see the 4 screws used to pull it down.



Gerard Beloin
Note
I removed the first row of shingles and shoved the membrane 12 inches under before sealing the membrane to the roof.





Gerard Beloin
Note
Believe it or not, this is done. This sheet of plywood did not reach the joist. It was hanging in midair. The plywood is southern yellow pine. It is very strong and durable but warps like crazy. If they would have used $5.00 worth of H clips. Thie could have been avoided.



Gerard Beloin
Note
A 6 inch wide sheet of COPA membrane was stuck to the roof to prevent the flames from the torching to ignite the plywood decking. 





Gerard Beloin
Note
A 12 inch wide sheet of COPA membrane was heat welded over the 6 inch piece.

Other patches are for missing nails replaced with screws.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Cheap parapet wall flashing made of single coverage granulated tar paper.















Gerard Beloin
Note
Big hole in siding from deteriorated siding. Bob said there was a bad leak in this area. Here it is.







Gerard Beloin
Note
No more leak.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Drain screens are damaged but still functional.







Gerard Beloin
Note
This looks like an ax mark.



Gerard Beloin
Note
One more ax mark. Bob said that he did not use an ax or anything sharp on the roof. This could be one we missed the last time.





Gerard Beloin
Note
This foamed corner was not weathering well. It was not leaking but I decided to cover it up.





Gerard Beloin
Note
Water can get in but will weep out of the bottom.





Gerard Beloin
Note
This clogged drain causes the water to rise above the HVAC curbs and leaks. I told Bob to keep it clean and the leaks will stop. 

You can see the high water marks. They are 6 inches high.



Gerard Beloin
Note
Drain is clogged. Wood is floating.











Gerard Beloin
Note
Siding in cubby hole is beat up really badly. This siding needs to be replaced.













Gerard Beloin
Note
The stain is still visible. I could have removed it but I would have damaged the stucco.


